
The Magic Tree And The Future 

I woke up on a Saturday morning feeling a bit strange. 

“My name is Evelyn Avery, and today I am supposed to meet up with my friend Charlotte Lunagood. 

Charlotte and I had been best friends ever since we were five, and now we are ten.” 

I jumped out of bed and thought to myself, “I am going to wear a blue skirt and green top, and feel 

like blue and green are going to be my lucky colours today”. 

After finished getting dressed, I ran downstairs to eat my favourite breakfast Rainbow Cornflakes. 

My phone beeped; there was a message from Charlotte. 

“Meet me up at the forest.” 

We were meeting up in the forest; why the forest? I thought to myself. 

There was a huge skate park next to the forest, where we had spent most of our time during the 

school holidays. I was very good at roller skating and Charlotte was good at bike riding, but one thing 

we had in common we were terrible at skateboarding. 

I finished my breakfast and put on my shoes, and when I ran outside, the cool breeze touched my 

skin. I dashed to the forest and Charlotte was already there. I asked her, ‘what on earth are we going 

to do in the forest’. She replied with `go for a walk of course ‘. I hated the darkness and creepy 

sounds in the forest, so I asked `in there’ with an annoying voice. But, unfortunately, it was too late, 

Charlotte had already entered the forest. So we walked deeper into the forest; it wasn’t that bad, I 

thought. Even though it was dark, it was full of trees, nothing creepy as older boys at the park 

usually said to younger kids. 

Suddenly, we saw a shimmering blue and green light in the distance. The closer we got, the bigger 

the light became. We ran towards the light, and it was coming from a tree. This tree was glowing 

bright blue and green. `Let’s stay here tonight’, Charlotte said. `Tonight’ I gulped, feeling scared and 

overbalanced and fell onto Charlotte and then we both fell onto the tree. 

I felt dizzy, and everything around me started to move. I opened my eyes and but couldn’t see much 

as it was all blurry. ‘Where are we’ I thought to myself. ‘This is AWESOME ‘, said Charlotte in an 

amazed voice. `No, it's not,’ I said, looking around. `wicked,’ charlotte said with her eyes wide 

opened. 

There were drones everywhere. ‘Where are we? I am going to call my mum’ I said while I was taking 

my phone out from the pocket in the skirt. ‘Oh no, what’s this? My phone is doing weird things. Just 

then, the wind came, and a crumbled piece of paper landed on my untied shoe. I bent down to pick 

it, and it was a map and a message. I ran to Charlotte and showed the message to her. 

“WELCOME to 2042, you have been teleported to the FUTURE. Please follow the map, and you have 

been given three tasks to complete, and you will be then returned back to your time”. 



` Let’s follow it. I don’t want to be stuck on 2042 ‘ I said to Charlotte. 

We started to follow it until Charlotte cried `WATCH OUT EVERLYN’. I took my eyes off the map, 

there was LAVA. I was shocked, then something started to rise out of the lava, it was wobbling 

stepping stones .`Are you thinking what I am thinking’ I asked Charlotte. `of course ‘ said Charlotte. 

So Charlotte and I started to step on the stones. I got to the end, but charlotte was screaming ‘help 

help’. I couldn’t just stand here, so I got into action. I saw a floaty next to me, and then I quickly 

threw it to her. 

`CATCH’ I cried. Luckily Charlotte caught it and floated to where I was. 

 

 We started to walk to the next task until I bumped into something green and tall. It took us a few 

seconds to realise what it was. I began to shake and whispered to Charlotte, `there is a troll in front 

of us’. Charlotte turned her head and gasped quietly, and said, `are there trolls in the future. I didn’t 

answer. The troll was holding a sign saying “code please” before I could say anything, I opened the 

map and looked through it with my finger. `here’, I showed Charlotte the code and then said with an 

embarrassed voice “unicorn sparkles princess fairy mushrooms”. The troll stepped aside, said GO, 

and then we ran to the next task. 

 

There were spikes all over the grass and a huge plank. There was also a plank on the other side. 

`maybe if we put the plank over the spikes, it will let us cross,’ I said to Charlotte, but she wasn’t 

there. I looked around and then saw her lifting the plank and heading towards the spikes. She 

started to cross, but at the exact second, she crossed the plank broke. I cried,` How am I supposed to 

cross ‘. ` There is a plank here, I could put it down, and you can walk on it while I hold‘ explained 

Charlotte. I agreed and did exactly what Charlotte said. I slowly walked on the plank while Charlotte 

was holding the plank. I took my last step, and with the joy of excitement, I shouted, ` I made it, I 

made it‘. 

 

We started to walk to the next task. I was still so happy with how I did my previous tasks, but I began 

to slow down when I looked at the last task. It was skateboarding. BOTH of us had no skills when it 

came to skateboarding, especially me. I panicked and then took a deep breath and said to Charlotte, 

`you go first’. Charlotte was looking more scared than I was. She grabbed a blue and black 

skateboard. She LOVED blue and black, her lucky colours. I saw with the look on her face she felt a 

bit more confident. She slowly lifted one of her feet to the skateboard and lifted her other foot a few 

seconds later. She took a big breath and skated down to the middle of the empty hollow skate park. 

First, she got confused about going uphill. Then, she decided to sit back on her skateboard and push 



the floor until she reached the top of the other end of the hollow skate park. ‘I did it’ she cried with 

happiness. She was about to go through the portal, and I said wait for me. 

Then I grabbed the second skateboard, which was green and pink. 

‘oh no, not my lucky colours’ I thought to myself, but this was my only option. I stood on the 

skateboard, and my legs were shaking, I slowly started to push off my skateboard and skated down. I 

wanted to close my eyes, but I knew I couldn’t, as I would lose my balance. I slid downward until I 

reached the hollow bottom, I froze and feared, I didn’t know what to do, I had never tried beyond 

this point. ‘What should I do, what should I do' I repeated this in my head many times. I decided to 

try Charlotte’s technique, but my hands were not strong enough. My fear grew, and I moved few 

feet backward and bumped into the other side. ‘I have to do this I thought as I was taking a deep 

breath. I began pushing…more pushing…my sweaty hands gripped the skate park walls, and I 

climbed up, I was exhausted, but I knew I had to do it. I made it, and that was my victory. My fear 

was conquered, on my own, no lucky coloured skateboard….just me…  

 

Charlotte and I started walking towards the portal, and we talked about the craziest adventure we 

had. Charlotte said in an amazed voice, ‘this is the scariest but coolest adventure we have ever been 

on’. So we kept on walking until we reached the portal. Then we put our feet on the portal, and a 

head peeked through the other side of the portal. ‘I think we are home’ Charlotte said with an 

exhausted voice. So we started to walk back home, not realising how that strange tree worked. 

I walked into the house to see my mum’s surprised look on her face. My mum said, ‘that was quick, 

you just literally left the house a minute ago’. We looked at each other and giggled. Then, we ran up 

to the room and wrote in my journal about my wonderful adventure. I will never forget this “THE 

MAGIC TREE AND THE FUTURE”. Now I am waiting until 2042.   


